Discourse comprehension test performance of elders with dementia of the Alzheimer type.
Spoken language comprehension, including comprehension for inferential material in narrative discourse, is diminished in dementia of the Alzheimer type (DAT). There are, however, no empirical data concerning comprehension by adults with DAT of main ideas versus details in narratives. Evidence from other groups with and without brain damage has shown that comprehension for main ideas is relatively better than for details and that comprehension for stated material is relatively better than comprehension for inferential material. Participants in the present investigation were 24 older adults, 8 with early-stage DAT (EDAT), 8 with middle-stage DAT (MDAT), and 8 with no brain damage (NBD). Selected narratives and associated sets of yes-no questions from the Discourse Comprehension Test (DCT) (Brookshire and Nicholas, 1993) were presented on videotape. Participants with EDAT and MDAT had significantly poorer overall comprehension of DCT narratives than did those in the NBD group (p < .0001), but they did not differ significantly from each other. Responses to DCT narratives by participants in the NBD, EDAT, and MDAT groups followed the same pattern of relatively better comprehension for main ideas than for details and relatively better comprehension for stated than for implied information. Working memory and episodic memory were shown to be significantly associated with DCT overall scores. Together, these findings suggest that although overall narrative comprehension is diminished in those with DAT, individuals appear to retain a mental representation for narratives that facilitates better comprehension of main ideas than of details as well as better comprehension of stated information than of implied information. This interpretation is consistent with schema-based accounts of narrative comprehension.